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ABSTRACT 
 
In 2003, twelve marine protected areas were established in state waters (0-3 nmi) surrounding 
the Channel Islands.  NOAA is considering extending this network (3-6 nmi) into deeper waters 
of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (CINMS).  In order for effective long-term 
management of the deep water reserves to occur, a well-structured monitoring program is 
required to assess effectiveness. The CINMS and the National Marine Sanctuary Program 
(NMSP) hosted a 2-day workshop in April 2005 to develop a monitoring plan for the proposed 
federal marine reserves in that sanctuary.  Conducted at the University of California at Santa 
Barbara, participants included scientists from academic, state, federal, and private research 
institutions. Workshop participants developed project ideas that could answer priority questions 
posed by the NMSP.  This workshop report will be used to develop a monitoring plan for the 
reserves. 
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 1 1 
In 2003 twelve Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) were established in California state waters (0-3 
nautical miles) surrounding the northern Channel Islands.  NOAA is considering extending this 
network of marine reserves into deeper waters of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary 
(roughly 3-6 nautical miles) (Figure 1).  The goals of the proposed reserves are to: 
On April 26-27, 2005 the National Marine Sanctuary Program (NMSP) and the CINMS hosted a 
Focus Group Meeting to develop the monitoring plan for the deep-water reserves.  The goal of 
the workshop was to identify and prioritize requirements for monitoring the proposed reserves.  
During the workshop, invited experts discussed the key questions that would be used to evaluate 
reserve effectiveness.  The group then identified projects and implementation strategies for 
monitoring the proposed reserves.  
In the spring of 2003 NOAA’s Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (CINMS), the 
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) and the Channel Islands National Park (CINP) 
hosted a workshop to develop preliminary socioeconomic and biological monitoring plans for the 
shallower MPAs. The result of the workshop was a draft comprehensive monitoring plan that 
details programs (both existing and proposed activities) for both biological and socioeconomic 
monitoring.  Subsequent meetings and workshops held by Sea Grant and the CINMS Research 
Activities Panel continued to refine the draft monitoring plan.  
In order for effective long-term management of the deep-water marine reserves to occur, a well-
structured biological monitoring plan is required that identifies specific programs to assess 
effectiveness.  
BACKGROUND 
• Provide long-term protection of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary (CINMS) 
resources including natural habitats, populations of interest and ecological processes 
• Restore and enhance natural habitats and the abundance, density, population age structure 
and diversity of natural biological communities in the CINMS 
• Provide, for research and education, undisturbed reference areas that include the full 
spectrum of CINMS habitats where local populations exhibit a more natural abundance, 
density, and age structure 
• Set aside for intrinsic and heritage value, representative habitats and natural biological 
communities 
• Create models of and incentives for ways to conserve and manage the resources of the 
CINMS 
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Figure 1.     Map of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, including both the state marine protected area (MPA) network and the 
proposed, federal extensions. 
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 PROCESS 
 
Workshop participants consisted of sanctuary staff from the National Marine Sanctuary Program, 
the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, and invited scientists from other marine 
sanctuaries, academic, federal, state, and private research institutions.  All had experience or 
expertise with reserve establishment and monitoring (see Appendix II for list of participants and 
their affiliations).  The group included scientists experienced with deep surveys of benthic 
invertebrates and fish, shallow diving survey techniques and technologies, intertidal, marine 
mammal, physical oceanography, contaminant chemistry, seafloor mapping, and information 
management.  Each was asked to participate in breakout groups in which their knowledge and 
experience could best be applied. 
 
The goal of the workshop was to identify natural resource monitoring activities that could be 
used to determine whether the goals of the reserves are being reached.  Five goals have been 
identified for the proposed reserves (see above).  The two primary goals that relate to natural 
resources are 1) to ensure the long-term protection of the CINMS resources and 2) to restore 
natural habitats, populations and diversity in the sanctuary.   
 
Two major steps were used in the workshop, both of which are consistent with the process 
defined in the document “A Monitoring Framework for the National Marine Sanctuary System” 
(NMSP, 2004).  The first step was to identify the requirements for monitoring, that is, the key 
resources to be assessed and the associated priority measurements (called “metrics” in this 
report).  The second was to select or develop protocols to allow for the collection of data or 
information related to priority metrics.  Each step is described in more detail below, in the 
sections titled “Requirements” and “Protocols.”  
 
In the introductory plenary session, participants first discussed the scope of the workshop with 
respect to depth and its relation to the shallow water reserve monitoring program already in 
place.  The group agreed to focus on resources in depths greater than 20 m, because this is the 
maximum depth that the majority of current reserve effectiveness studies ends. Focusing on 
depths greater than 20 m will overlap with areas inside the boundaries of the proposed federal 
reserves. However, the group felt it important to monitor those areas at depths likely to respond 
to changes in fishing pressure, namely the seaward portion of kelp-dominated habitats, where 
considerable fishing occurs. 
 
Before the workshop, a series of general questions and more specific sub-questions were 
developed.  They were derived from discussions and documents prepared during prior reserve 
design workshops.  A draft set of questions was prepared by the planning committee for this 
workshop and modified by participants.  The final list of questions was intended to focus the 
discussions, and is presented below: 
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 QUESTIONS ADDRESSED DURING WORKSHOP 
 
Changes Within MPAs 
 
1. Do populations, communities and species distributions change within, adjacent to, 
and distant from reserves?  
a. Is community structure in reserves different from that in otherwise equivalent 
non-protected areas?  
b. What changes occur among selected species?  
c. Do high-level carnivores change patterns of predation?  
 
Spillover 
 
2. Does migration of adults and young enhance populations outside reserves, and if so, 
how far outside?  
a. What is the rate and magnitude of movement by selected species and size classes 
between MPAs and surrounding areas?  
b. Does spillover enhance adjacent populations?  
 
3. Do populations outside reserves increase as a result of increased larval recruitment?  
a. Are larvae produced inside MPAs transported into areas outside MPAs?  
 
Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
 
4. Do MPAs affect ecosystem structure and function, including trophic cascades?  
a. How does trophic structure change as a result of establishment of MPAs? 
 
5. Do changes in fishing effort affect habitats within and/or close to MPAs? 
a. Does the cessation of fishing effort in reserves alter natural biotic habitats? 
b. Does the cessation of fishing effort in reserves alter natural abiotic habitats?  
c. Does the cessation of prawn trapping alter biotic and abiotic habitats?  
 
6. Can observed changes within CINMS (and/or reserves) be attributed to large scale 
forcing and other factors independent of reserve establishment?  
a. Can observed changes in MPAs be attributed to sediment quality, water quality 
and other independent (uncontrolled) factors?  
b. Can observed changes within reserves be attributed to climate and oceanographic 
forcing?  
2 3 4 
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On the first day, the groups were asked to consider each question separately, and identify the 
resources that would have to be assessed, and the specific metrics that would have to be 
measured to address each question.  They first identified the key resources or environmental 
attributes most relevant to the questions.  For each resource, the potential responses stemming 
from the establishment of reserves were identified, as were the metrics (measurement variables) 
required to determine whether a response actually occurred.  The groups also noted, to the extent 
possible, existing projects that might address each of the topics.  It should be noted, however, 
that representatives were not completely familiar with some of the projects, and more work will 
be needed to determine if a project can in fact address a given topic.  Finally, the groups listed, 
for each question, prospective projects or types of projects that could be part of a comprehensive 
monitoring program to assess the effectiveness of deep-water marine reserves.   
 
 
Participants split into two breakout 
groups to consider different but often 
overlapping questions.  One group 
discussed the first three questions, 
which addressed information needs and 
monitoring related to changes that 
might occur with reserves (primarily at 
the population and community level), 
the issues of spillover (juvenile and 
adult movement out of reserves) and 
export of biomass produced within 
reserves.  The other group discussed 
Questions 4 through 6, which related to 
potential changes to habitats and 
ecosystems, as well as the need to 
understand environmental impacts 
caused by uncontrolled factors, such as 
large-scale oceanographic features and 
climate change.  
 
REQUIREMENTS 
 
At the end of the first day, a “requirements matrix” was assembled based on the day’s 
discussions.  This is a matrix of priority resources and metrics, with the information in the cells 
representing the question(s) to which each combination applies (Tables 1a and 1b).  The matrix 
allows participants to see the entire list of resources considered relevant to each question, and 
associated measurement requirements.  Decisions can then be made about which combinations 
are the most important based on the resources themselves or the number of questions addressed 
by a specific resource-metric combination. 
 
 
Figure 2. Workshop participants address key questions during a   
breakout session.
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Table 1a.  Part 1 of the Requirements Matrix containing all species and measurements considered potentially important to document 
 change caused by the establishment of reserves within the Channel Islands National Marine sanctuary. Numbers in each cell 
 correspond to questions addressed by that resource-metric combination. Questions are listed in the text above. 
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Table 1b. Part 2 of the Requirements Matrix containing all species and measurements considered potentially important to document 
change caused by the establishment of reserves within the Channel Islands National Marine sanctuary. Numbers in each cell 
correspond to questions addressed by that resource-metric combination. Questions are listed in the text above. 
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 PROTOCOLS 
 
On the second day of the workshop, participants were asked to build out project ideas.  They 
prioritized the list of prospective projects generated in Day 1, and then used templates to indicate 
specific objectives, approaches, field requirements, potential partners and roles, likely costs, and 
other information (see Appendix IV).   
 
At the end of the second day, participants convened again in plenary to discuss each of the 
proposed projects.  They prioritized the projects based on prior group discussions, comments 
raised in plenary, and a list of criteria that will be used by the CINMS to determine the ultimate 
program components.  These selection criteria included: 
 
• Cost 
• Logistical feasibility 
• Duration 
• Stakeholder involvement 
• Urgency 
• Breadth (the number of questions addressed) 
• Geography (the number of reserves involved) 
• Effectiveness of ecosystem indicators 
• Availability of historical data 
• Integration of other site-specific needs 
• Integration with state reserve monitoring plan 
• Application to other national marine sanctuaries 
 
The list of prioritized projects recommended by the participants is in Table 2.  Though a show-
of-hands vote for three categories (high, medium, or low priority) was used during the workshop, 
the table presents five categories based on the number of votes received by each project.  Note 
that the voting was based on prioritization in the context of monitoring reserve effectiveness, not 
on scientific merit alone.  Thus, projects that might actually be very important to other sanctuary 
characterization or management needs may be ranked as lower priorities with regard to 
monitoring reserve effectiveness.  It must also be noted that the group was not asked to apply the 
selection criteria in a consistent or rigorous manner in ranking process.  This will happen during 
planning sessions conducted after the workshop and could result in changes in the order of 
prioritized projects.  Finally, some projects were ranked low not because of their scientific merit 
or importance relative to monitoring reserve effectiveness, but simply because participants felt 
that the work was already being conducted. 
6 8 
  
Table 2.  List of projects proposed to address information needs related to deep-water reserve effectiveness in 
the Channel Islands and their ranking by workshop participants. 
 
Priority Project Description Approaches 
Deep visual surveys Benthic and fish fauna surveys 30-340m Subs, ROV, camera sleds 
Shallow visual surveys Benthic and fish fauna surveys 20-30m Divers, ROV High 
Trap Surveys Trapping, tagging (acoustic and visual) to assess movement Commercial fishermen 
High-Medium Impacts of prawn traps Assess impacts of one of the only active fisheries ROV, subs 
Acoustic tracking  Directly tracking the movement of individual fish  
Implanted transmitters and 
downloadable seabed 
receivers 
Model food web interactions Develop models of changing food webs 
Use data from other 
studies to produce models 
Foraging  
Document changes in feeding 
patterns and locations of top level 
carnivores 
Vessel, aircraft and land-
based observations; 
pinnipeds and seabirds 
Deep slope surveys Collections and observations below 340m 
NMFS? Trawling and 
deep subs 
Water quality – sample and 
data collection 
Document changes in uncontrolled 
water quality variables 
Collections during other 
surveys, but not analysis 
Medium 
Sediment quality – sample 
and data collection 
Document changes in uncontrolled 
sediment quality variables 
Collections during other 
surveys, but not analysis 
Medium-Low Large Scale Physical Influences 
Correlate changes in reserves with 
large scale patterns in the ocean and 
climate 
Use existing information 
Trawl surveys Collections of primary consumers for population and contaminants Trawling 
Modeling larval transport Predicting larval transport 
Existing data on currents 
and larval duration for 
selected species 
Water quality - data analysis Document changes in uncontrolled water quality variables 
Analysis of archived 
samples 
Low 
Sediment quality - data 
analysis 
Document changes in uncontrolled 
sediment quality variables 
Analysis of archived 
samples 
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WORKSHOP RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Participants in the Deep Water Monitoring Plan Development Workshop developed a prioritized 
list of projects that they recommended for implementation to assess reserve effectiveness.  This 
list of prioritized projects is provided in Table 2.  This section briefly describes each project that 
was recommended.  Further details for each project can be found in the Project Templates 
provided in Appendix IV. 
 
Three projects were ranked “High” by workshop participants: deep visual surveys, shallow 
visual surveys and trap surveys.  Deep visual surveys were recommended to address the 
question: “How do deepwater (30 – 340m) marine populations, communities and trophic 
structure respond to marine protected area implementation?”  The objectives of deep visual 
surveys are to quantify changes in community structure for conspicuous fishes and invertebrates 
inside and outside MPAs; quantify changes in population density and relative abundance for 
selected conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside of MPAs; and to quantify 
changes in trophic structure inside and outside MPAs.  Deep visual surveys would be conducted 
using submersibles, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), towed cameras and/or drop cameras. 
 
The second high priority project proposed by workshop participants was shallow visual surveys.  
The group recommended these surveys to address the question: “How do shallow water (20-
30m) marine populations, communities and trophic structure respond to MPA implementation?”  
The objectives of shallow visual surveys are to quantify changes in community structure for 
conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside of MPAs; quantify changes in population 
density and relative abundance for selected conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and 
outside of MPAs; and to quantify changes in trophic structure inside and outside of MPAs.  
Shallow visual surveys would be conducted by SCUBA divers. 
 
The final project ranked as a high priority for deep water monitoring was trap surveys.  Trap 
surveys were recommended to address the questions: “How does catch per unit effort (CPUE) 
and size change inside and outside reserves?” and “Is there a spillover effect?”  The objectives of 
trap surveys in a deep water monitoring plan are to quantify changes in CPUE for rock crabs and 
lobsters inside and outside reserves; quantify changes in mean size and size frequency for rock 
crabs and lobster inside and outside reserves; and to discern if there is spillover of rock crabs and 
lobster.  Workshop participants recommended that lobster and crab fishermen be partners in 
conducting these trap surveys. 
 
One project was ranked “High-medium” priority by the group.  Conducting a study to assess the 
impacts of prawn traps on habitats was recommended in response to observations made during 
deep visual surveys that suggest prawn traps may be damaging deep water habitats.  
Observations of tangled ropes and derelict traps intertwined with diseased and broken coral and 
sponges suggest that prawn trap fishing may damage essential fish habitat (EFH) in the CINMS.  
There are two related questions this project seeks to address: (1) Are there historical patterns in 
sponge/coral density and health between areas of high and low fishing intensity? (2) Are there 
changes in time in sponge/coral density, recruitment, growth and health inside and outside 
8 10 
 MPAs?  Undertaking this study would involve the use of a manned submersible to visually 
survey populations of sponges and corals inside and outside of MPAs and in areas of historically 
low and high fishing intensity. 
 
Six deep water monitoring projects were recommended as “Medium” priority.  The first of these 
(ranking within categories was not conducted) was an acoustic tracking study.  Acoustically 
tracking fishes was proposed to answer the question: “How is the movement of ecologically and 
commercially important fish and invertebrate species mediated by seafloor habitats?”  The 
objectives of this type of project are to quantify the movement of fish and invertebrates species at 
multiple islands, inside and outside MPAs at Anacapa, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz and Santa 
Rosa islands.  The Pfleger Institute of Environmental Studies (PIER) has an acoustic array in 
place at these islands, and has been tracking fishes at the Channel Islands since 1999.  Workshop 
participants recommended continuing, and possibly expanding, this activity. 
 
A second project proposed as medium priority involved modeling food web interactions.  
Participants proposed this project to provide information on how trophic structure is changing as 
a result of marine protected area establishment.  The group recommended that classification 
should involve taking densities of species, putting them in functional feeding groups/trophic 
analysis, and looking for changes in relative abundance over time.  Participants recommended 
that for species that are fished, the responses of prey should be examined.  And for species that 
are primary consumers, the changes in input (e.g. kelp) should be examined.   
 
The workshop participants recommended a high level carnivore foraging study as a medium 
priority project for the reserves monitoring program.  Such a study would provide information on 
the changes in abundance in prey resources over time within MPAs and whether this leads to 
changes in foraging patterns of high level carnivores.  The objectives of this project would be to 
look at foraging patterns of carnivores throughout the Channel Islands and at changes in seabird 
nesting or pinniped haul out locations.   
 
Deep slope surveys were recommended as another medium priority project during the workshop.  
The goal of this project would be to determine how deep water (>340m) marine populations, 
communities and trophic structure respond to MPA implementation.  The objectives of deep 
slope survey are to quantify changes in community structure for conspicuous fishes and 
invertebrates inside and outside MPAs; quantify changes in population density and relative 
abundance for selected conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside MPAs; and to 
quantify changes in trophic structure inside and outside of MPAs.  Conducting deep slope 
surveys would require deep trawls, larger ROVs, deep water submersible and perhaps laser line 
scanning. 
 
Participants in the monitoring workshop recognized that water quality issues may impact reserve 
effectiveness and recommended that a water quality monitoring project be a medium priority 
component of the implementation plan.  This project could answer the question: “Do changes in 
water quality affect benthic communities inside and around MPAs?”  The objective of a water 
quality monitoring program would be to evaluate contaminants, oxygen level and other 
parameters in the water column.   
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 The final medium priority project recommended by workshop participants was a sediment 
quality project, which could determine if contaminated sediments affect benthic communities.  
The objectives of such a study would be to determine the level of contamination (PCBs, DDTs, 
metals, etc.) in sediments.   
 
One project was identified as “Medium-Low” priority.  A large scale physical influences project 
was recommended to consider whether there are changes in reserves that are attributable to large 
scale forcing.  The objectives of such study would be to determine large scale factors that change 
benthic communities.   
 
Finally, four projects were identified as “Low” priority by participants.  The first of these was 
trawl surveys, which were proposed to determine if there are changes in the trophic structure of 
the deepwater community and if contaminants affect benthic organisms.  The objectives of trawl 
surveys would be to determine the community composition of benthic primary and secondary 
consumers; the contaminant levels in tissues of sanddabs; collect baseline inventory of the 
deepwater marine community; and determine recruitment of benthic communities.  The 
advantages of trawl surveys were that scientists can make accurate species identifications and 
collect length and weight information.  Samples collected by trawl can be examined for 
anomalies and sampled for contaminants, gut contents, and otoliths.  Finally, small individuals 
are not identified well using visual surveys.   
 
A second project identified as low priority involved modeling larval transport.  Recognizing that 
there is little knowledge about the extent of larval transport out of reserves, the objective of this 
project would be to model larval transport pathways.   
 
Water quality and sediment quality data analysis was also identified as a low priority project for 
a deep water marine reserves monitoring program.  The proposed goal of such an effort would be 
to document changes in uncontrolled water and sediment quality variables.  Conducting such a 
study would involve the analysis of archived samples.   
 
One project that the group recommended was not ranked.  Workshop participants proposed a 
project to evaluate the recovery of seafloor habitat and associated taxa following the cessation of 
physical, anthropogenic disturbance.  The purpose of such a study would be to answer the 
question: “What is the rate and direction of recovery of seafloor habitats and associated taxa in 
the CINMS, inside and outside of reserves, following the cessation of physical anthropogenic 
disturbance?”  Conducting such a study would require ROV, AUV or towed cameras to conduct 
visual transects at control and impacted sites to quantify the recovery of seafloor habitats and 
associated taxa across a spectrum of habitat types inside and outside of marine reserves.   
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NEXT STEPS 
 
 
The National Marine Sanctuary Program (NMSP) and the Channel Islands National Marine 
Sanctuary, in collaboration with appropriate partners, will use the information provided at this 
Deep Water Monitoring Plan Development Workshop to draft a more detailed and complete 
reserves monitoring plan.  In addition to providing further details on the monitoring projects 
themselves, the draft plan will include information on staffing, funding, information management 
and delivery, and implementation, including a timeline.  The plan will incorporate ongoing 
investigations that can address portions of the identified priorities.  The NMSP and CINMS will 
work with the State of California to coordinate with the plan already in existence for the State 
Marine Reserves.  The Draft Deep Water Monitoring Plan will be made available for review and 
comment, updated based on those comments, and then finalized for implementation.
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 Appendix I Workshop agenda 
 
Channel Islands Deep Water Monitoring Plan Development 
April 26-27, 2005 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
 
Meeting Agenda 
 
Day 1: April 26 
Goals: Background material, identify requirements 
 
8:30 – 9:00 am Registration and light breakfast/coffee 
 
9:00 – 9:30 am Introductory Remarks 
   Chris Mobley, CINMS Manager 
 
9:30 – 10:30 am Deep water monitoring design process and requirements templates 
   Steve Gittings, NMSP Science Program Manager 
 
10:30 – 10:45 am Break 
 
10:45 – 11:15 am Review and verify questions 
   Steve Gittings 
 
11:15-12:00  Breakout sessions – Begin Questions Tables 
¾ Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
Satie Airamé, PISCO Policy Coordinator 
¾ Changes Within MPAs and Spillover 
Greg McFall, GRNMS Research Coordinator 
 
12:00 – 1:00 pm Lunch (provided) 
 
1:00 – 2:30 pm Breakout sessions - Continue with Questions Tables 
 
2:30 – 2:45 pm  Break 
 
2:45 – 4:30  Breakout sessions - Continue with Questions Tables 
 
4:30 – 5:00 pm Progress report 
   Steve Gittings 
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 Channel Islands Deep Water Monitoring Plan Development 
April 26-27, 2005 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
 
 
Day 2: April 27 
Goals: Short-listing; requirements matrix; project designs 
 
8:30 – 9:00 am Bagels/coffee 
 
9:00 – 9:30 am Day 1 Output Review (requirements matrix and prioritization) 
   Steve Gittings 
 
9:30 – 10:30 am Breakout sessions – Begin Project Templates 
¾ Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
Satie Airamé, PISCO Policy Coordinator 
¾ Changes Within MPAs and Spillover 
Greg McFall, GRNMS Research Coordinator 
 
10:30-10:45  Break 
 
10:45-12:00  Breakout sessions – Continue Project Templates  
 
12:00 – 1:00 pm Lunch (provided) 
 
1:00 – 2:00 pm Breakout sessions – Finish Project Templates 
 
2:00 – 2:15 pm  Break 
 
2:15 – 3:30 pm Plenary Prioritization Discussion  
   Steve Gittings 
 
3:30 – 4:00 pm Wrap up 
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Appendix II List of workshop participants and roles 
 
Name Institution Working Group Role 
Satie Airame UCSB Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Facilitator 
Jim Allen SCCWRP Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Dennis Bedford DFG Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Jackie Buhl CINMS Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Kathy Dalton NMSP HQ Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Note taker
Gary Davis NPS Changes Within MPAs Participant
Sarah Fangman CINMS Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Note taker
Steve Gittings NMSP HQ Changes Within MPAs Participant
John Hunter NOAA Changes Within MPAs Participant
Jeff Hyland NOAA Changes Within MPAs Participant
Brian Keller FKNMS Changes Within MPAs Participant
James Lindholm PIER Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Steve Lonhart MBNMS Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Dave Lott NMSP HQ Changes Within MPAs Note taker
Milton Love UCSB Changes Within MPAs Participant
Greg McFall GRNMS Changes Within MPAs Facilitator 
Chris Mobley CINMS Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Dan Richards NPS Changes Within MPAs Participant
Dirk Rosen 
Marine Applied 
Research Changes Within MPAs Participant
Donna Schroeder UCSB Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Natalie Senyk NOAA Changes Within MPAs Note taker
Chuck Valle DFG Changes Within MPAs Participant
Robert Warner UCSB Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
Doug Weaver NOAA Habitat and Ecosystem Effects/Spillover Participant
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--------
Chan~e s within MPAs Do populations, comnmnities and species distributions chan~e within, adjacent to, and distant from r eserves? 
I Sub- u estions K, Resourc es Potential Res nns es M etrics Potential Sources of Data Pros ective Pro· eels 
I 
1) food w eb complexity h ) numb er of trophic lev els 
2) ch :rnge in kelp height lb) ch :rnges in ~bund:rnce within trophic 
CDFG RO V Survey, 1) Soft bottom b un o.! ch.ncteriz . tion 
3) ch :rnge in conI height guilds 
4) ch :rnge in sponge h eight 2. , 3. , 40) . ven ge height ."d d ensity Love Lob SubmersiUe Survey 2) D ot . mining of existing video tr:rnsect s 
la Is community stru cture in reserv es cn bs, kelp, sponges, deep conI, benthic 5) ch:mge in cover 50) species composition CDFG Aeri o.! Kelp Survey (sub, rov) for h ord bottom b un o.! 
NMFS SWFC Butl er ."d D ern er . ssembl edges 
different from th . t in otherwis e equiv olent cover, food w eb comf,l exity, whit e s e~b ~ss, 6) ch :rnge in d ensity (kelp, corol, sponge) 5b) percent cover 
CALCOFI 3) Comp.nson site s for existing h ord bottom 
non-prote cted ore~s) :rngel shork, squid sp ~wning grounds, h olibut 7) incre~s ed d ensiti es of ~p ex pred ~tors 6 ~) d ensity of k elp, corol :rnd sponge 
SCCWRP Gub s:unpling 
8) ch :rnges in size frequ ency distribution of h ) d ensity of ~p ex pred surveys 
~p ex pred 8 ~) size frequ ency of ~p ex pred SCCWRP Tawl s:unpling 4) Conceptuol di ~gr:uns for h ord :rnd soft 
USGS Towed Video bottom communiti es 
I 
9) ch :rnge in distribution of squid sp ~wning 9) ch :rnges in benthic juvenil e survivorship 
in tim e :rnd s ~ce d eriv ed info need) 
h ) fish d ensity 
lb) CPUE for cr~bs:rnd lobst ers (indirect 
d ensity) 
1) ch :rnge in d ensity 2) m e:rn size 
Lingcod, cowcod, bocc~cio, widow rockfish, 2) ch :rnges in m e:rn size 3) size frequ ency CDFG RO V Survey, 
1) Tap study for lobster:rnd cr~b 
yelloweye rock, C:rnorT, white ~bolon e, pink 3) ch :rnges in size frequ ency 4) biom~ss Love L~b SubmersiUe Survey 
~bolon e, red urchin, pjrple urchin, whit e 4) ch :rnges in biom~ss 5) growth ates USGS Towed Video 2) D~t ~ mining of existing video tr:rnsect s 
Ib 'Wb ~t ch:rnges occur :unong selected 
urchin, sh eephe~d, veomillion, blue rock, 5) growth ates 6) fe cundity ~t length :rnd size frequ ency by NMFS SWFC Butl er :rnd D em er (sub, rov) for hord bottom b un ol 
speci es) 
gi:rnt bl ~ck s e~b ~ss, bl ~ck corol, red olg~e, 6) reproductive potenti ol spea es CDFG L:rndings Logs ~ss embl edge s 
lobster, squid, cert o.in non-fish ed species, 7) sex atio 7) sex atio MRFSS/CRFS Ob"rverD~t ~ 3) Comp.nson site s for existing h ord bottom 
"., 8) ch :rnges in non-fish ed species 8 ~) d ensity of non-fish ed species (with the CDFG Creel Census (Milton) 
surveys 
I 
9) ch :rnges in benthic juvenil e survivorship exception of 8b) 
8b) ore~ cover of brittl e stor, white urchin, 
squid eggs :rnd s e~ cucumber 
9 size frequ ency (h , 2, 3) 
h ) d ensity NMFS ~eri ol survey,/demographics-
1) Ch:rnges in foaging loc~tion lb) distribution D elong 
Ie Do high-l evel c:univores ch :rnge p ~ttems s e~birds (12 species ir. CINMS), migr~tory 2) Ch:rnges in foa ging dua tion 2 ~) tim e F'W'S s e~bird survey' 1) At-s e~ surveys 
ofpred ~tion) fish, C olifomi ~ s e~ lims, h orbor seol s, otter 3) Ch:rnge in h ~ulout /n e sting 3 ~) d ensity (l :rnd) USGS s e~bird surveys 2) T~gging 
4) Reduced prey species ~bund:rnce 3b) distribution (l :rnd) CINMS SAMSAP 
4) m ferred from qu estion lb NPS s e~bird monitoring 
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Spillover Effects Doe s migration of adults and young enhance populations outside r e serve s, and ifsn, howfar outside ? 
I Sub-questions Key Resource. Potential Responses M etrics Potential Source s orData Prospe ctive Pro"eels 
sh eephe~d, 
2a 'Wb~t is the ate :rnd 
c~bezon, kelp 
m~gnitude of mov em ent by 
b~ss, s e~ b~ss, h ) ates of immigntion 
PIER A coustic Tacking 
1) Addition o.! t~gging for key 
lobster, 1) n et mov em ent from reserves ib) ates of emigntion spea es 
selected species :rnd size cb sses boc~ccio, 2) incre~s e in edge fishing 2 ~) p~ttems of fishing CMRP T~gging (C ~ss ell e) 2) More observer surveys of 
between MFAs:rnd surrounding 
lingcod, ct:f0l 2b) CPUE jsize MRFSS/CRFSS Surveys priv~te /p rny bo ~t s 
:lfe~s) 
cod, h olibut, 
:rngel shork 
sh eephe~d, 
c~bezon, k elp 
b~ss, s e~ b~ss, 1) persistent ch:rnges in ~bund:rnce 
PIER A coustic Tacking 
2b Does spillover enh:wce lobster, out side of reserves h , 2 ~) ~bund:wce oft~gged fish 1) T~gging for k ey speci es 
~di ~cent popul~tions) boc~ccio, 2) incre~s e reproductiv e c~p~city in lb, 2b) size frequency of t~gged fish CMRP T~gging (C ~ss ell e) ~coustic/tadition ol 
lingcod, ct:f0l popul~tions out side reserves H:wnon :wd ~ssoc. t~gging 
cod, h olibut, 
:wgel shark 
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I Spillover Effects Do populations outside r eserves increase as a r esult of increased larval r ecnritment? 
I Sub- u estions K, Resource. Potential Res nns es M etrics Potential Sources of Data Pros ective Pro· eels 
h ) current direction @ PISCO/W:lffier (l) 
depth ,)B Ch:rnn el CODAR - W~shbum 
3a Are l :uv~e produced 
l :uv~e 1) extent ofl :u y o.! Ib) current speed@depth ';cripps Buoys 1) Sm oll scole current & inside MFAs tr:msp')rt ed 
tr:rnsport 2) duation ofl:uv~e in AD CP - LTER D :w Reed (l) oce:rnognphic modeling into :lfe~s out side MFAs) 
w~ter column Hi storico.! D~t~ 
3) mort olity 2INMS West Co~st O bs (l) 
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I Habitat & Ecosystem Effects Do MPAs affect ecosystem s""Wlle a ll,l fun cti on. indll,ling " op hic casc3 ,les? 
I Sub- u estions K, Resource. jProcesses Potential Res nns es M etrics Potential Sources of Data Pros ective Pro' eels 
1) Investig~te origin of k elp debris 
2) Abund:wce :rnd distribution d~t~ 
k elp debris, 14 fish speci es, 6 invert 
coll ected for MP A effect s questions 
speci es (DFG list) :rnd their prey 1) ch:rnge in prey oflorge 3) Monitor k eystone prey:rnd 
:rnd the things th ~t e~t them, p1Savores 1) :unoun! of kelp pred~tors not being considered ~bov e 
4a H ow does trophic stru cture debris LTER 4) Model food w eb inteactions :rnd 
ch:rnge ~s ~ result of e st ~blishm ent 
euph~usids, big piscivores, m.nne 2) ch:rnges in previously fished 
2) dietory d~t~ NPS Kelp Forest Monitoring ch:mges (em us e historic 
of MPAsl 
m:llllmols :rnd s e~birds, previously top pred~tors 
3) st ~bl e isotopes CD FG Aeriol monitoring (k elp) infonn ~tion)/ / 
fished, ~ssoci ~ted prey, primory 3) ch:rnges in ~ssoci ~ted prey 
4) ~bund:rnce 5) Primory pred~tors :rnd input c:rn be 
producers, shorks (c~t shork/deep 4) ch:rnges in detritol k elp 
w~ter corol & sponges rel ~tionship) monitored by video 
6) Secondory pred~tors m~y require 
oth er te chniques possibly video :rnd 
Itawl 
 Appendix III Question tables: Question 5 
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Habitat & Ecosystem Effects Do changes in fishing effort affect habitats within and/or close to MPAs? 
Sub- u estions K, Resources Potential Res onses M etrics Potential Sources orData Pros ective Pro· ects 
1) size 1) Review exsiting video 
2) 20 minute video tnns ect 
Sponges, Soft con ls, 1) ch:mge in percent cover 2) cover 
w / 20 still photos 1 minute 
G:>rg:lOi:ms, Hord con ls, 2) diversity 3) density USGS Towed Video 
Tub e fonning bnchiopods, 3) density 4) fishing effort CD FG RO V Surveys ~p:ut, sediment s:unple ~t e~ch tr:ms ect ~t multipl e 
Sa Does the ce ss ~tion of fishing Tub e fonning :unphipods, 4) ~bund:mce 5) injury Love L~b Submersibl e Surveys 
site s stntified r:mdomly 
effort in reserves olter n ~turol biotic S e~ pens, Drift kelp, 5) proportion injured 6) species composition SCCWRP Tnwl surveys 
h~bit~ts) Urchins, Ridgeb~ck pnwns 6) m e:m size 7) dispersion (b ~s elin e) done :muolly (occupy s:une 
(torgeted), Spot pnwns 7) cover 8) fe cundity NMFS Tnwl surveys (b ~s elin e) st~tions e~ch yeor); 
(torgeted), S e~ cucumbers 8) persistence or ~ge 9) percent live MMS OCS Studi es sediment profile c:unen to 
(torgeted) 9) evenn ess 10) fishing debris me~sure the complexity of 
the sediment w~ter 
11) tnwl morks 
interface 
1) Review exsiting video 
1) ch:mges in reli ef 1) rugosity 2) 20 minute video tr:msect 
2) ce ss ~tion of degnd~tion 2) distribution :md w / 20 still photos 1 minute 
3) less silt~tion :md ~bund:mce of h ~bibt types ~p:ut, sediment s:unple ~t 
sedimentation 3) fishing efforts and gear USGS Towed Video each trans ect at multipl e 
Sb Does the ce ss ~tion of fishing rugose h~bit~t, gnvel, soft 
4) expos ed h ord substnt~ 4) sediment tnp lo ~d s CD FG RO V Surveys site s stntified r:mdomly 
effort in reserves olter n ~turol ~biotic sediment, existence of 
h~bit~t s ) bioturb~tion, c:myon edges 
5) incre~s ed bioturb~tion in 5) percent ore~ of Love L~b Submersibl e Surveys done :muolly (occupy s:une 
the soft sediment :mthropogenic debris USGS Sidesc:m Sonor Surveys st~tions e~ch yeor); 
6) reduction of tn'll I m orks 6) percent ore~ of tn'll I sediment profile c:unen to 
7) less ~b:mdoned geor morks me~sure the complexity of 
8) recovery of s:md rippl e 7) deposition of ~ rdgp line the sediment w~ter 
interf~ce 
1) reduction of injury to li1) Submersibl e survey 
inside :md out side reserve 
Sc Does the ce ss ~tion of pnwn sessil e h~bit~t-fonning 
colony 
1) percent of colony olive ~t Gull Isl:md (in S:mt~ 
tnpping olter biotic:md ~biotic m~croinv ertebnte s, e.g 2) ch:mges in cover:md 2) percent of popul~tion Love L~b Submersibl es Cruz C:myon), possible 
h~bit~t s ) sponges, corol s 
diversity of h~bit~t s (e.g 
injured RO V, video:md verbol 
h~bit~t s fonned by sponges :mnot~tion, s:unpling 1-5 
or corol s) 
eor intervol 
21 
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r 
Habitat & Ecosystem Can observed changes within CINMS (and/or r eservrs l b e attributed to large scale forcing and other factors indep endent of r eserve 
Effe ct. u tabli. lunent? 
I Sub- u estions K, Resources Potential Res nns es M etrics otentia! sources of data Pros ective Pro' eels Additional Conunent 
1) coneentations of 
dissolved oxygen 
I 
2) coneentation of 
1) ch :rnges in conh min :rnts in 1) S,diment gubs & In side :rnd out side 
biodiversity, sediment s and w~ter w~ter s:llllples to reserves ~t multiple 
~bund:rn ce :rnd 3) sediment chemistry evolute conh m. lo ~d site s throughout the 
inbun~, epibun ~, biom~ss 4) diversity:rnd in 'Jllter, sediment :rnd isl :rnds; this needs to 
6" em observed ch:rnges benthicolly ~swci ~ted 2) ch :rnges in ~bund:rn ce 0)[ inbun~ 
SCCWRP Bight 98/03 
inbun~, 3-5 y"or be :rn ongoing 
in MFAs be ~ttributed to bun~ (demers l.! popul ~tions :rnd (look ~t correl ~tions inter,ol s; build on monitoring progr:llll to 
sediment qu olity, w~ter fi shes e.g. speckled chemicol body burdens with independent 
(08) 
histoci col d~t~; torgeted fonn ~ b~s e slin e linked 
qu olity:rnd other s :rndd~b, sl ene er sole, 3) presence of b ctors) Love L~b torgeted surveys monitoring progr:llll to progr:llll wide 
independent (uncontroll ed) p~cifi c s:rndd:ib), cont :llllinent s in 5) me~sure of ' .[limol ti" ue fOJ: he .vy using sediment prioritie s (~s st~ted this 
b ctors ) sessil e invertebates, sediment s cont:llllin :rnt lo ~d s metols (rigs) s:llllf,ling is ~ yes/no question) 
sediment s, s e:IW~ter 4) presence of (NO AA's NS&T tawling or hook :rnd must ol so 
cont :llllinent s in w~ter cont :llll. List plus line for the s:rndd~b s ~ccommod~te new 
5) ch :rnges in oxygen em ergent cont :llllin:rnt (:rnolyze ti ssues for sources (e.g point 
content in w~ter list s) in s :rndd~b guild cont lffiin :rnts) sources) 
6) p~asite lo~d 
7) fluctu ~ting 
~ssym etry 
6b C:rn observed ch:rnges boc~ccio, cold w~ter 1) popul ~tion ch:rnges 1) s e~ surb ce 
tempeature ColCOFI 
within reserves be rockfi sh, blue:rnd 2) ~ssoci ~tingw/ ne~s 
2) North Pocifi c Index ICE SS 1) Humss existing d~t~ 
~ttributed to clim ~te :rnd olive rockfi sh, of upwelline 
3) E l Nino llldices PISCO 
oce:rnographic forcing) linvertebates) 3) sp~tiol ch:rnges 
4) Upwelling indices 
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Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
D{'{'p Visual Slll'V(,),S 
c== key criteria for evaluation as an element of the D eep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
Title Visual surveys of very deep communities and habitats 340+ m 
I 
Changes Within MP As Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
Question(s) address ed (e.g. 1 
lb .~ la,lb I I 
Sa, 4a 
I 
Problem Statement & H ow do deepwater (34 _ 
-----.!!ypotheSlS 
340m) marine populations, communities, and trophic structure respond to MP A implementation? 
I 
QuantifY changes in community structure for conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside ofMP A s 
I Objective s QuantifY changes in population density and relative abundance for selecte d conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside ofMP A s uan~ changes in trophic structure inside and outside ofMP As 
, 
tal numb er of trophic levels 
lb) changes in relative abundance within trophic guilds 
2a, 3a, 4a) average height and density 
Sa) sp ecies composition 
5b) p erc ent cover 
6a) density of k elp, coral and sponge 
7 a) density of ap ex predators 
8a) size frequency of ap ex predators 
9a) distribution of squid sp awning 
Info Re quirement (typ es 0 ta) fish density 
data) 2) mean size 
3) size frequency 
4) biomass 
6) fecundity at length and size frequency by sp ecies 
7) sex ratio (for obvious sp ecies only) 
8a) density of non-fished sp ecies (with the exc eption of 8b) 
8b) area cover of brittle star and sea cucumber 
habitat characteristics: substrate typ e, rehef, slope, depth, temp erature, relative rugosity 
k elp debris 
Rich Rk H anish JudithRk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N Ani I 
SM CA 
N Ani I 
SMR 
SB Island F ootprint 
Geograp~y (loc ations)1 X I X I I X I X I I I X I X I X I X I X I X I 
Days W eeks M onths 
Annual Field N ee ds (time &1 
~ 
10 
I I I 
T , 'Where Time Period Collector Availability 
Delta and R OV sp ecies and habitat 
numb er of sites 
1995-2004 for Delta, Love lab delta, CDFG I y" 
I Existing Infonnation characteristics 2004 for R OV FOV 
P artner R oles (e.g., on-going, field surveys, data analysis) 
U CSB Field collection, ost- roc ess 
NURP Roo 
P artners and R oles S'WFSC Field collection, p ost-proc essing 
N GOs (packard) Roo 
U SGS (lillSP sled) Field collection, ost- roc ess 
CDFG Field collection, p ost-proc essing 
Support Re quirements (e.g., Sub (Delta), towed camera (lillSO), drop camera, R OB (lillSP , CF G, MBARl) 
e qU1pme~typ e s, ve"el,) I 
0-50 < 100 <250 <500 <750 <1M 
Annual Cost (K) - Delta or 
A quarius 
240 
Annual Cost (K) - R OV 
Heavy 100+m 
X 
Annual Cost (K) - R OV light 
30-l00m 
X 
Annual Cost (K) - Towed 
X 
camera 
Annual Cost (K) - Drop 
X 
camera 
1 2 3 4 5 >5 
Time to Complete (y~ 1 
I I I I I 
X 
I Interval at ~y one S1te X 
A dditional Conunents (inC;)I~sper site withmside-outside companson for a 10-day field proj ect with some post-processing. Quality of the products is platfonn dep endent D ata 
links to shallow morutoring) n,o: is posS1ble WIth existin,o: Video archive I 
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Pl'oj{'ct Templatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Shallow Visual S lll'V(,),S 
I I key criteria for evaluation as an element of the Deep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
): 
Title Surveys of shallow water communiti es and habitats 20 - 30 m 
Changes Within MP As Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
Question(s) addressed (e.g. 1 
lb .~ la,lb I I 
Sa, 4a 
I 
Problem Statement & How do shallow water (20-30m) marine populations, communities, and trophic structure respond to MP A implementation? 
~ypothe S1S 
QuantifY changes in community structure for conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside ofMP As 
Objective s QuantifY changes in population density and relative abundance for selecte d conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside ofMP As 
uan~ changes in trophic structure inside and outside ofMP As 
tal numb er of trophic levels 
1 b) changes in relative abundance within trophic guilds 
2a, 3a, 4a) average height and density 
Sa) species composition 
5b) p erc ent cover 
6a) density of k elp, coral and spong e 
7 a) density of ap ex predators 
8a) size frequency of ap ex predators 
Info Re quirement (typ es 0 ta) fish density 
data) 2) mean size 
3) size frequency 
4) biomass 
6) fecundity at length and size frequency by species 
7) sex ratio (for obvious species only) 
8a) density of non-fished species (with the exc eption of 8b) 
8b) area cover of brittle star, white urchin, squid eggs and sea cucumber 
habitat characteristics: substrate type , rehef, slope, depth, temp erature, rugosity 
k elp debris 
Fich Rk R affisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N AniI 
SM CA 
N AniI 
SMR 
SB Island 
Geograp~y Oocations)1 X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I X I 
Days W eeks M onths 
Annual Field N eed s (time &1 
lIlIerval) 8 days p er p air of site s x 12 reserves I 
TITe 'Where Time Period Collector Availability 
Existing Infonnationl CRANE data & methodology I I I I I 
Partner Roles (e .g., on-going, field surve s, data analysis) 
UCSB &CDFG Field collection, ost- roc ess 
P artners and Roles NPS Field collection, ost- roc ess 
Support Re quirem ents (e.g., 6 divers hired for a 8-month period. Assumes us e of Shearwater equivalent 
e qU1pme~typ e s, vessels) 
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 <1 M 
t 
Annual Cost ® -Diversl I I I 320 I I 
I ROV costs needed from Dirk Annual Cost ® -ROV 
1 2 3 4 5 s5 
Time to Complete (y~ 1 
I I I I I 
X 
I Interval at anyone Slte X 
Additional Comments (incl TIlls is the minimum survey requirem ent ROV for no-kelp areas. Volunteers for relative abundance. Approximately $13,000 per site ($26K per 
links to shallow monitoring) pair). Does not include boat days - increased cost ifShearwater is not available. In cludes 26% overhead. Datab ase only - do es not include write up 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Trap Survey 
 
24 26 
T 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Trap Slll"'t'y 
I k ey criteria for evaluation as an element of the D eep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
Title Rock crab and lobster collaborative monitoring using trap fishennen 
Changes Within MP As Spillover 
T 
f 
I 
Habitat and Ecosys tem Effects + 
Question(s) addre ss el~.iZ l~;;:===;;:l~b;;:=====LI =====2=,=, =2=b=====LI ============JI _______ ~tl __ ~ 
Problem Statement & 1) H ow do es C PUE and size change inside and outside r eserves 1 
-----.!!ypothesis 2) Is there a spillover effect? 
QuantifY change s in CPUE for rock crabs and lobsters inside and outside reserves 
Objective s QuantifY change s in mean size and size frequency for rock crabs and lobsters inside and outside re serves 
Is there s ilion r of rock crab and lobsters 
lb) CPUE (numb er and w eight) for crabs and lobsters (indirect density) 
2) mean size 
3) size frequency 
Info Re quirement (typ es 0 4) growth rates 
data) 6) fecundity at length and size frequency by species 
7) sex ratio 
8) movement rates and distanc e 
Fis effort 
Fich Rk H arrisPt Judith Rk South Pt 
Days 
Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI 
Weeks M onths 
6 months 
Scorp Rk 
I I 
Annual Field Needs ( time &1 1 
~~~L. ________________ -O. __________________ O-________________ ~
N Ani I 
SM CA 
Time Period Collector 
N Ani I 
SMR 
SB Island 
I 2004 I ook Existing InfonnationIL __ ~H~oo~"","L",~ruh,C~~ ___ LI ____ ~UcC,ScB~ ____ _L __ ~""~ ___L __ ~'"' ___ JI ___ ~ook~~ __ ~1 
P artner R oles C!.:g, on-going, field ,urveys, data analy~ 
, 
Support Re quirements (eg 'I F hing 1 d 
e qUlpme~typ e s , ve ssels) is ve sse an ge ar; tags 
0-50 < 100 <250 <500 <750 <1M 
Annual Cost (K) - TraditiOnal l I 75 I I I I 
I 
Tag/CPUE 
U se Lindhohn template Annual Cost ® -A cousllc 
1 2 3 4 5 >5 
Time to Complete (y~ 1 I I X I I I I 
Additional Conunents (mel Approximately $75K p er paired site traditional tagging/C PUE; includes post-processing; incidental species may b e caught 
links to shallow morutoring) I 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Prawn Traps 
25 27 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Prawn Trap Slll'Vt')'S 
key criteria for evaluation as an element of tU Deep-Water M onitoring Plan 
Title Dee water MP As: the fawn Ira fishe 
Changes Within MP As 
and its effect on essential fish habitat 
Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
T 
T 
Question(s) addressed (e.g. 1 yes yes 
lb .~L ________ -L ________ J ________ ~ 
Does prawn trap fishing damage essential fish habitat (EFH:' in the CIllliS? Observations oftangled rop es and derelict traps intertwined with 
Problem Statement & dis eased and broken coral and sponges suggest it do es. 'This question is important becaus e large corals and sponges may be EFH and federal 
portions of proposed MP As seek to prote ct EFH. There are two related questions this project seeks to address: (1) Are there historical patterns in 
HypotheSiS 
sponge/coral density and health between areas ofhigh and low fishing intensity? (2) Are there changes in time in sponge/coral density, rectultment, 
growth and health inside and oustide MP As? 
Use a manned submersible to visually survey populations of sponges and corals inside and outside ofMP As and in areas of historically low and high 
Objectives fishing intensity 
Data collecte d from video transects would reveal current status and subsequent changes in: species composition of sessile macroinvertebrates, 
Info Re quirement (types 0 
density, size, health (signs of dis ease and proportion of animal affected), amount of derelict fishing gear (prawn traps and rop es) 
data) 
FichRk HarrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint Cave Gull l sI Scorp Rk 
NAniI NAniI 
SB Island 
SM CA SMR Geograp~YQoc ation,)[I======:J======:J========[:======r:======r:======J:======:J===X~==r:======J:='~",:J==~ec:J======:::J 
Days Weeks M onths 
Annual Field Needs (time &1 
uUefVal)L __ 'rr<mO""~""mo"3~c~c""CC" C,""",,dc'"y,c __ -, __________________________ -' __________________________ -' 
T 'Where 
Existing Infonnation Some infonnation exists at CIllliS Gull Island MP A 
Partner 
P artners and Roles Donna Schroeder, UCSB and Channel Islands chief scie~tist 
Support Re quirements (e.g., 
Time Period 
2002 
Collector 
CIllliS, Sarah 
Roles (e , on- 0 , field surve s, data anal sis) 
Availability 
available 
Field work and some salary for data analysis and reports 
eqmpmemtypes,ve"els)'--c-cc-____ -cccc-____ cccc ______ cccc ____ -cccc-____ -cco __________________________________________________________ J 
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 <1M 
Annual Cost ®I X 
2 3 4 5 '5 
Time to Complete (y~~1 ;::=X~==~======:':==:;:==~:=====~======~==~X~;='=CCCC7=:c;CC_c:=::ccc=c-:c:-=c_:cccc=~=~c:_=c_, 
Additional Comments (ineL One year of surveys can provide infonnation on historical p .ttems Multiple years (annually or every 3 years) are strongly preferred and can give 
links to shallow monitoring) infonnation on effectiveness ofMP As 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Acoustic Tracking of Fish Movement and Spillover 
 
26 28 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Acoustic Tracking of Fish Movt'lllrut and Spillov('l' 
I key criteria for evaluation as an element of the D eep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
Title A coustic tracking offish movement and spillover in C alifornia's Channel Islands 
Changes Within MP As Spillover H abitat and Ecosystem Effects 
T 
T 
I 
Question(s) addre ss el~ .iZ ~1 =========~I ====2='====~1=========~1 ________ ---, 
-_& 1 H ow is the movement of ecologically and commercially important fish and invertebrate species m ediated by seafloor habitats in Channel Islands? 
~YPOtheSiS~================================================================================================== 
IQuantifY the movement offish and invertebrate species at multiple islands, inside and out, of State M arine R eserves, focusing in particular on I 
Objective sl. .. ~"'~"~'~~~'~' b~"~'~"~,~"=m~'~l"~dm,~ ,~'~,~m"="~S~B~I~'~S~~~'~'=C~=~,=~~d=S~~~'~'~R~"~'~'==================================================~ 
Info R equirement (typ es 0 1 data) Location and depth of individual fish within the range of acoustic receivers 
Rich Rk RarrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt Paint Cave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N Ani I N Ani I SB Island SMCA 5MB 
1 1 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 Geograp~y Qocations)[1 ===[1 ===IC==JI===II=JxC:::r===C==I=;':::=CJ:=I5E':J:::'5i''::::r:::JCJ 
Days Weeks Months 
AnnUal Field Nee ds·:':'~, _~l _________ --1I __________ 1 _________ --11 ~"<" ."' . , 2-3 weeks every quarter , . 
Black sea bass data 
White sea bass data 
'Where 
Pfleger Institute ofEnvirorunental 
Research - PIER 
Time Period 
Data collected since 
1999 
Pfleger Institute ofEnvirorunental Data collected since 
Collector Availability 
Limited until completed 
Limited until completed Research - PIER 2003 EllistingLllorrnationf------------------------+-CC---OC~OC'cO:'"------+-=----'~'-----_+--------------_1----------------1 
Pfleger Institute ofEnvirorunental Data collected since CA Sheephead data 
Kelp Bas, 
Research - PIER 
Pfleger Institute ofEnvirorunental 
Research - PIER 
2004 
Data collected since 2004 
Partner Roles (e , on- 0 , field surve s, data anal sis) 
Limited until completed 
Limited until completed 
Partners and Roles ~============::'P,IE"R::============:::"===================o"'"~:"g""'mg":' lfiO,Old,"'~,,"""~"O"",~~,d'::'d,"e'c~" •• "'y' '"' ================== 
--~ I From CIllliS: Vessel support for 3-4 days of SCUBA operations on quarterly basis e qllipmem ~e s, ve " ej,)'_ ________________________________________________________________________________________________ ~
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 ' 1M 
hill"" C"';,~; ,; :":~~=_1I----+I-"''!""''2:~'"L0~t---t--1I----+1 Requested support from t 50K 
CfrnJS,~.m~",~"y_L ______ L_ ____ _L ____ _" ______ "_ ____ -" 
2 ] 4 5 '5 
Time to Complete (y~ ~I ======:::"1 ========~2=~ 5::,Y'~',::::' c~~"~tr~~'::::'~~'~'~,========,1 ======::'I ________________________ t ______________________ , 
Additional Conunents (mel 1 1 
links to shallow morutoring). . 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Model Food Web Interactions 
 
 
27 29 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Mo<it'l Food W('b fidt'l':l ctions 
1- key criteria for evaluation as an element of the Deep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
Title lM odel Food Web Interactions 
Changes Within MP As Spillover H abitat and Ecosystem Effe cts 
T 
f 
Question(s) addre ss el~.iZ ~1 ============'============::':======4='======'-_______ 1 ___ , 
Problem Statement & 
H ow is trophic structure changing as a result ofMP A establishment ~ypothe sis'-________________________________________________ --" 
Classification should involve d taking densitie s of species, put them in functional fee ding groups/trophic analysis, look for changes in relative 
Objective s abundanc e over time; for species that are fished, look at responses of their prey (longer tennl, for species that are primary consumers look at 
chances in input (e.g., k elp) - shorter tenn 
Info Re quirement (type s 0 Species d ensities; requires data from shallow and deep monitoring programs to accomplish this; develop food w eb model; identifY changes in model 
data) over Ilme 
NAniI NAniI 
Rich Rk R arrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk SB Island [=================================E""~~~'"~~==============~SM~C~A==='S~MR~======~ Geograp~y Qocatiom )1 Dep ends on data sources 
Days Weeks M onths 
Annual Field Nee ds (time & 6 months to develop food w eb 
7 days for food w eb analysis 
intefVal)'-______________________ -L _______________________ '-________ cm,o,d~,"I ________ __" 
T , 'Where Time Period Collector 
Existing Infonnation Re uires data (minimum five ears of infonnation) from shallow and dee moruto ro ams; scientific literature on diet 
p 
-" P artners and R ole s PISCO 
N CEAS? 
, D ata requirements as part of funding; Support Re quirements (e.g 
equipment typ es, ve"els) 
0-50 <100 
Annual Cost ® I X Qevel l) I X Qevel 2) I 
Time to Complete (y~ 
A dditional Comments (mel I 
links to shallow morutoring) 
I 2 
To do the initial analysis 
, 
<250 
3 
I 
R I w , , on- 0 fitd , surve s, d ata an 
'" Data collection and analysis 
D ata anal sis 
datab ase management needed, but not directe d at this level 
<500 <750 <1 M 
I I I 
4 5 '5 
To get the » 5 10 
start initial analysis in 
year 5, subsequent 
analysis in year ten 
would potentially b e 
cheap er 
Availability 
, 
I 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Foraging 
 
28 30 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Foraging 
key criteria for evaluation as an element of the Deep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
Tit1~ I High level carnivore foraging 
T 
f 
Changes Within MP As Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effects t 
Question(s) addre ss el~.~ ~1 ======lC======':::===========:":============'-_______ ~ ___ , 
Problem Statement & 
Changes in abundance in prey resources over time within MP A s can lead to changes in foraging p atterns of high level camivores 
~ypOiliesis~;:===================;=============================~ 
Ob
. . 1) To look at foraging patterns of carnivores throughout the Channel Islands 
Jecllve s .L ___ . ,. . 
2) Look at ch"''lIe s 1Il nestmg or haul out loc ations 
Info Re quirement (type s o~ Seabirds: QuantifYing foraging loc ation and duration; locate and quantifY nesting loc ations quantifY fledgling success 
data) Ip lIlIl1 eds: Ouantifu for loc atIOn and duratIOn; loc ate and uantif'.r haul out loc atIOns 
NAniI NAniI 
Rich Rk R arrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk SB Island 
[======================~~~Gi~~~"'~!;~~~~~~~~====~SM~C~A==='S~MR~======~ Geograp~y Qocatiom ) A subset oflocations ma b e reasonable - follow -u needed 
Days Weeks M onths 
Annual Field Nee ds (time &1 
. Consult exp erts mte~al)L-__________________________________________________________ ~ 
T , 
Existing Infonnation 
Partner 
'Where Time Period 
NMFS aerial surveys/demographics - DeLong 
FWS seabird surveys 
U SGS seabird surveys 
CnlliS SA1!SAP 
NPS seabird monitoring 
Collector 
R oles (e.g., on-gomg, field surveys, data analysis) 
Availability 
P artners and Role s~1 ================'=============================:!:===~ 
Support Re quirements (e.g. '1 Dep ends on levels of partner acllV1ty 
eqwpmemtypes, ve"e), )L _______________________________________________________________________________________________ -' 
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 <1M 
Annual Cost ® [I ======r:======C====:J======I======r:====::::J 
2 3 4 5 
Time to Complete (y~~1 ======'======='======'======:":======:"::======'-_________________ J=-__ , 
A dditional Conunents (mcll~xp erts needed 
links to shallow morutoring). 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Deep Slope Surveys 
 
29 31 
T 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
D{'{'p Slopt' Slll"'t')'S 
c== key criteria for evaluation as an element of the Deep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
T T 
f f T 
Tit1eL_~_~~~~ ______ VC"C".~'=_'C"_"_f_,,~rycd_'C'f_C="_~_=_'_'c'=~_d_h_'b_d_"=' =34_0_+_m _____________ ~ 
Changes Within MP As Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effects t j 
Question(s) addre ss el~ .~ ~1 ====1=,=, 1=b====:,:::==========,=====5=,=, 4='====~ ______ +L __ l __ , 
Problem Statement & How do deepwater (340+ m) marine populations, communities, and trophic structure r espond to MP A implementation? 
-----.!!ypOtheS1S~::;;::::;::;==::;;::;::;::::;:==;::==::;=::;:;::;;::=:;:=;::===;;:; ;:==============~ QuantifY changes in community structure for conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside ofMP As 
Objective s QuantifY changes in population density and relative abundance for selected conspicuous fishes and invertebrates inside and outside ofMP A s 
uantifY changes in trophic structure inside and outside ofMP As 
tal numb er of trophic levels 
lb) changes in relative abundance within trophic guilds 
2a, 3a, 4a) average height and density 
Sa) species composition 
5b) p erc ent cover 
6a) density of k elp, coral and sponge 
7 a) density of ap ex predators 
8a) size frequency of ap ex predators 
Info Requirem ent (typ es 0 ta) fish density 
data) 2) mean sIZe 
3) SIZe frequency 
4) biomass 
6) fecundity at length and size frequency by species 
7) sex ratio (for obvious species only) 
8a) density of non-fished species (with the exc eption of 8b) 
8b) area cover of brittle star and sea cucumber 
habitat characteristics: substrate typ e , relief, slope, depth, temp erature, relative rugosity 
k el debris 
NAniI NAniI 
Rich Rk HarrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint Cave Gull l sI Scorp Rk SB Island F ootprint [============I===~=I==J[==r======r======C=========~========I=~SM~C~A=r=,S~MR~=r==2[==C=~==J Geograp~y Qocatiom )1 X X X X X 
Days W eeks M onths 
Annual Field N eeds (time &1 10 
~L. __________________ -" ____________________ L-________________ ~ 
-" UCSB 
NURP,Ocean E loration 
P artners and Role , NWFSC 
N GOs (packard) 
MBAFl, W oods H ole, Can Dive 
' Laser line scan, deep trawls commenial, heavy ROV, deep subs Support Requirements (e.g 
e quipme~typ e s, vessel ) , 
: 1 
Annual Cost ® - Sub 
Annual Cost (K) - ROV 
H eavy 100+m 
Annual Cost ® -Laser lin 
Annual Cost (K) - Dee 
tr.w 
',I Time to Complete (y~ Interval at ~y one sit 
0-50 
X 
1 
<100 
1 1 
2 
1 1 
<250 <500 <750 
1 1 
X 
1 
X 
X 
3 4 5 
trawls 1 1 1 
w , , on- 0 , surve s, ata an 
Field collection, p ost-proc essing 
Foo 
Field collection, ost- roc ess 
Foo 
<1 M 
1 
>5 
X 
1 
'" 
, , 
Additional Comments (ineL Cost is p er site with inside-outside comparison for a 10 day field proj ect with some post-processing. Quality of the products is platfonn d ep endent. Invertebrate 
links to shallow monitoring) sam is oor from trawls. Extractive sam 
t 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Water Quality (sample and data collection) 
 
30 32 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Wnt{'l' Quality - sampl(' and data coU('ction 
1- key criteria for evaluation as an element of the D eep-Water M onitoring Plan 
Title IW aler Quality M onitoring 
Changes Within MP As Spillover H abitat and Ecosystem Effects 
T 
T 
Question(s) addre ss el~.iZ ~1 ============'============='======6=,======' ___________ --, 
Problem Statement :11 1 . Do changes in water quality affe ct b enthic communities inside and around MP A s? 
~ypothe S1s'_ ________________________________________________ ~ 
~jective s Evaluate contaminants, 0 en level, etc. in water column 
Info Requirement (typ es o~Transmissivity, chlorophyll a, oxygen levels, contamman!s, b acteria, HAB" pseudonitzchia, opportunistically piggyback on other proj ects (e.g. . I 
datallLndholm protocol); tll1ll1lllum 16-24 transects per Site per day - 10-14 da s to complete 2 rna or Siles 
FichRk RarrisPt Judith Rk South PI Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint Cave Gull l sI Scorp Rk NAniI NAniI SB Island 
SMCA SMR Geograp~yQocations)[I===:J========r:=X~=J:===:r===:1===:J====r:===r:,"~X~'J='jX~=r:==== 
Days W eeks M onths 
Annual Field Needs (time &1 
. 10 to 14 days 
"eIT~'-__________________ -L __________________ -L __________________ ~ 
[==:::ri;;;;;;;~TT!i"' ,,~;;;;;;:==:1I;;;;;;;;:;0:Whti~,,~,;;;~;;;0:RI:r:iJ;,T~m~'~p~'~"~Ofd§;::r:=:::,C~O~"~'~"~OC'==r=:::,A~"~~~~'b~ili~~'::=:J Existing Infonnation Plumes and Blooms 7 stations in SB Channel from SFl M onth! ,ince 1996 ICESS 
[====~~~p~-~~"~~=====~=======~R"O~',"=("'"8<,=O~"C'~8'0lll,5~,CfiO,C"C,O=~'",",,=d~,o"~m~.,'c,~"~)=======~ P artners and R Oles
r 
SCCWRJ' , EPA? 
Support Re quirements (e.g.'lv ' 
. esse! Ilme e qllipment~es,ve ss els)'_ ________________________________________________________ ---------------C----------------------~ 
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 ,,1M 
Annual Cost ®[I ===r===r:=======:1===:r==== 
4 ,5 
Time to Complete (y~;1 =~===~===o~""~o~""~~m~o~ru"m;""';~==~===~=~ ____________ t ___________ , 
A dditional Comments (mel 1 
links to shallow morutoring), 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Sediment Quality (sample and data collection) 
 
31 33 
T 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
St'ciimrut Quality - samplt' and data coU{'ction 
key criteria for evaluation as an element of the D eep-W ater M onitoring Plan 
Title lSediment Sampling 
Changes Within MP As Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effe cts 
Question(s) addressed (e.g. 1 6a 
lb .~L ________ ---l _________ -L ________ ~ 
Problem Statement & Do contaminate d sediments affect b enthic communitie s? 
T 
f 
t 
~YPOtheS1S~:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=;=;===;=:=~=;;=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=~ 
~jective s Contamination of sediments (p CBs, DDT" N S&T list, metals - copper, zinc, mercury, lead, chromium, arsenic) 
Sediment grab samples - sample at all depth ranges and bioge ographic ranges inside/outside reserves 0 same site s as trawl surveys; van nen grab ; 
Info Re quirement (typ es 0 
three grabs p er stations (one each for: infauna, chemistry and toxicity); toxicity samples must b e processed right away, taxonomy can b e deferred 
data) 
Survey frequency same as trawling 
Fich Rk R arrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr Pt Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N Ani I 
SM C A 
N Ani I 
SMR 
SB Island 
Geograp~y Qocations)1 See above 
Days Weeks M onths 
Annual Field Nee ds (time &1 
lIlIerval) 10 
T" , 'Where Time Period Collector Availability 
Existing Infonnation Chemis , W auna and toxici Th,," out southern C alifomia 30 ears of data in So SCCWRP 
EI==IE== ___ ~p'-~'"'C"~"d~R~"'"" '~1 ======]S~~~;:":WRP~'~'~======~=======~R~"~l,~,~(~,~g:,="~"~,g~"~mg~'~fi~d~d~'~=~'~Y'~'=d~'~"~ "~Y~"~')~===~===21 - j 
Support Re quirements (e.g. 'I CIllliS ve ssel and staff time 1 
e qllipment~es,ve ss els), __________________________________________________________ ---------------------------------C------'" 
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 <1M 
Annual Cost ® [I :=:=:=r::=X';:::=C:=:=:J:=:=:=I:=:=:=r::=:=::::J 
2 3 4 5 >5 
Time to Complete (y~~1 =~=~=~=~====~=~=~=~=~=~x~=~ ______________________________________ ~l ____ ~ 
A dditional Comments (inell 
links to shallow morutoring). 
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Large Scale Physical Influences 
 
32 34 
T 
L 
-
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
-
Lal'gt' Scalf' Physical filflut'IlC{,S 
-f I 1- key criteria for evaluation as an element of the Deep-W ater M onitoring Plan -
Title ILarge scale physical influenc es I 
.~ 
-
Changes Within MP As Spillover Habitat and Ecosystem Effe cts 
t -Question(s) addressed (e.g. 1 I I 6b I lb .~ -
-
Problem Statement & 
Are changes in reserves attributable to large scale forcing 
~ypothe sis 
-
-
~jective s To determine lar e scale factors that ch e b enthic communitie s 
-
-
Info Re quirement (typ es ;:~:~: PD~ index, upwelling and circulation; need data on abundance of adults oftargete d species as well as recruitment infonnation if available; 
data) ,hYSic al characlenzallon lllcluding bottom temp erature 
-
-
Fich Rk R arrisPt Judith Rk South PI Carr PI Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N Ani I 
SMCA 
N Ani I 
SMR 
SB Island 
-Geograp~y Qocations)1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
= Days Weeks M onths 
-
12 for full analysis of physical 
Annual Field Nee ds (time & N one if surveys include physical p atterns overtime and correlate with 
interval) data abundance data (starting with 
adequate (5 years) survey data) 
-
-
Tw' 'Where Time Period Collector Availability 
-
Existing Infonnation SSCWRP ~ " ort on 30 OM SCCWRP website 30 
'" 
SCCWRP SCCWRP website 
-
-
P artner R oles (e.g., on-going, field surveys, data analysis) 
-
ICESS Sea surface tem erature data 
-
P artners and R oles PISCO CODAl!.. circulation atterns 
-
OOS's Temp erature, circulation and possible productivity 
-
Support Re qUlfemenls (eg 'I NIA 
I 
-
eqU1pment typ es, ve"els) 
-
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 <1 M 
Annual Cost ® I I X I I I I I 
-
-
-
1 2 3 4 5 >5 
I X (0"" 
I I I I I I 
-
Time to Complete (years) data 
-
collecte d) 
A dditional Comments (mel I 
I 
-
links to shallow moruloring) 
-
L L L 
-
-
 Appendix IV Project Templates – Trawl Surveys 
33 35 
T T 
L L 
Pl'oj('ct T('mplat(' - CINMS D('('p-\Vat('l' Monitoring 
t 
Trawl Slll'V(,),S 
I I key criteria for evaluation as an element oftJ-.e D eep-W ater M onitoring Plan f 
Tilb lTraw! surveys I 
Changes Within MP As Spillow r Habitat and Ecosystem Effects 
+ Question(s) address ed ("';.1 
I I 
4a,6a 
I lb .~ 
Problem Statement & Are there changes in the trophic structure of the deepwater community? D o contaminants affect b enthic organisms? 
-----.!!ypothesis 
I 
Composition of b enthic primary and secondary consumers; contaminant levels in tissues of sanddabs; b aseline inventory of the deepwater marine 
Objectives community; recruitment of b enthic communities; trawl surveys advantages; accurate id's; length measurements; w eight; anomalies; samples for 
contaminants; gut contents; otoliths; cryptic sp ecies and smill individuals are not identified w ell with visual surveys 
Every year (same season) or semi-annually; sample in four 1epth zones: 0-30, 31-100, 101-200, 201-500m; trawl size: 7.6 m wide net, 1.3 cm cod 
Info R equirement (typ es c end mesh, 10 minute trawls along isobaths, minimum one trlwl p er depth; ideally survey inside/outside all reserves; minimum: one inside/outside pair 
data) in each biogeographic zone and each depth zone for each rair; north/south comparison if resources allow; video and trawl surveys should overlap in 
Isome areas 
Fich Rk R arrisPt Judith Rk South Pt Carr 1', Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N h i I 
SM CA 
N Ani I 
SMR 
SB Island 
Geograp~y ~tions)1 See above I 
Days W eek: M onths 
Annual Field N ee ds (time &1 
mterval) 
F or 24 trawls = 12 days 
I I I 
Typ' 'Where Time Period Collector Availability 
t 
Existing Infonnatio~ 6000+ trawl surve ., standard SCCWl':P 40 M eriod SCCWRP & others Contact Jim Allen 
NMFS 200m and dee 
" 
R ecent NMFS 
Partner R oles (e.g., on-going, field surveys, data analysis) 
P artners and R oles SCCWRP Tissue anal sis, data anal sis, field surve 
NMFS Field surve s, data anal sis 
Support R equirements (e·g·,l v eSS el and staff support from CIllliS 
eqU1pment typ es, ve ss els) I 
0-50 < 100 <250 <500 <750 <1M 
X (labor, 
travel, data 
Annual Cost (K) analysis for 
12 days of 
fieldwork) 
1 2 3 4 5 '5 
Time to Complete (y~ 1 I I I I I X I 
A dditional Comments (mc:.1 
links to shallow morutoriniJ I 
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T 
L 
Pl'oj{'ct Tr'lllplatt' - CINMS D{'{'p-Watt'l' Monitoring 
Mo<it'ling Larval Tl'anSp0l1 
I 1- key criteria for evaluation as an element of the Deep-W ater M onitoring Plan f 
Title ILarval transport modeling I 
Changes Within MP As Spillover H abitat and Ecosystem Effe cts 
t Question(s) addressed (e.g. 1 I 3, I I lb .~ 
Problem Statement & 
There is little knowledge about the extent oflarval transport out of reserves 
~ypothe sis 
~jective slModel larval trans£ort £athwazs I 
, 
Info Re quirement (type s 0 D ata mining from existing oceanographic data 
data) Life history infonnation on target larval species (e.g .. timing of settlement) 
Fich Rk R arrisPt Judith Rk South PI Carr PI Skunk Pt P aint C ave Gull l sI Scorp Rk N Ani I 
SMCA 
N Ani I 
SMR 
SB Island 
Geograp~y Qocations) Any - but may look at laces where existing data is more complete X X 
Days Weeks M onths 
Annual Field Nee ds (time &1 
lllterval) I I 
Target species specific 
I 
Typ' 'Where Time Period Collector Availability 
PlSCO/SMRFS 
SB Channel CODAR - Washburn 
Scripps Buoys 
Existing Infonnation AD CP - LTER D an Ree d (7) 
Historical data 
CIllliS West Coast Obs (7) 
CALCOFl 
P artner R oles (e.g., on-going, field surveys, data analysis) 
P artners and R oles F3 - Dave Sie d modeler? 
Support Re quirements (e.g. , P otential for additional field work (e.g., 
eqU1pment typ es, ve ss els) ern, AD CP), salary for modeler 
0-50 <100 <250 <500 <750 <1 M 
f Annual Cost ® I I X I I I I I 
1 2 3 4 5 >5 
Time to Complete (y~ 1 I X I I I I I 
A dditional Comments (inc! Nee d info from circulation modelers to determine if existing circulation info is of fine enough scale. Cost will drop to add additional species 
Dep ending on species selecte d, could overlap with shallow water monitoring. May b e important to keep MM:SINDB C buoys in service - need to 
links to shallow monitoring) 
ask modelers. Talk to regional l OOS 
  
Appendix V Comments received from the CINMS Sanctuary Advisory Council Research 
Activities Panel 
 
Research Activities Panel 
A Working Group of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council 
Submitted September 21, 2005 
 
Review of the Channel Islands Monitoring Plan Development Workshop Report 
 
Assembled by Robert Warner (Chair) from comments electronically contributed by RAP 
members. 
 
Background: The CINMS and the National Marine Sanctuary Program hosted a 2-day workshop 
in April 2005 to develop a monitoring program for the proposed federal marine reserves in the 
CINMS. The RAP received a draft of the report of the workshop in early September 2005, with a 
request from CINMS staff for the RAP to consider if the workshop participants missed anything, 
whether they agreed with the prioritization, and if they have thoughts on how to move the 
recommendations into a plan. This is timely, because the next step is to develop the monitoring 
plan itself.   
 
The workshop considered many different projects that might address information needed for 
monitoring, and placed them into several different categories according to their priority. We are 
in general agreement with the ranking of projects. Given the current economic climate, the RAP 
considers it very unlikely that any of the projects ranked as medium or low priority will be part 
of a monitoring plan unless they can be included in the top-ranked programs with little or no 
extra cost. Because of that, we review here only the top-ranked programs. 
 
As a general comment, it is important to remember that the species expected to show the greatest 
changes as a result of reserve establishment are those that are currently affected by human 
activity (through extraction or habitat alteration). A survey of such activities currently occurring 
in the deep-water zones would suggest a list of species and areas of particular concern, and such 
a list could be used to focus particular monitoring projects. 
 
There were three projects ranked as high priority by the workshop: 
 
1. Deep visual surveys (we assume these occur between 30 and 340m, despite the occasional 
reference to >340m). Certainly, these will be the primary source of information on changes in 
deep water MPAs. We note that there is no recommendation as to the method by which these 
surveys will be carried out: submersibles, ROVs, towed cameras, and drop cameras are all 
mentioned. This overlap of methods and lack of resolution has hampered progress in the 
monitoring plan for deeper portions of the State reserves, and appears likely to do the same here. 
There is a limited amount of information comparing the accuracy, efficiency, and repeatability of 
these methods, but no decision can be made without some idea of the details of the monitoring 
plan itself. What species are the primary focus of monitoring? Will transects be fixed or 
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 randomly placed? Even if several methods end up being used, great care should be exercised to 
develop protocols that can yield comparable data emerging from these different techniques. 
 
The number of surveys suggested per year is probably adequate, but is also extremely expensive. 
 
2. Shallow visual surveys (SCUBA surveys conducted between 20 and 30m). The protocols for 
these surveys is well developed, and we see no major problems with this project. However, diver 
bottom time will be limited for work at these depths, which may increase the cost.  
 
The number of surveys suggested per year is impressive, far in excess of what is currently taking 
place in shallow water (<20m) for State reserve monitoring. 
 
3. Trap surveys. This aspect of monitoring is a good complement to the visual surveys, since it 
covers two groups of organisms (lobsters and crabs) that are not counted well visually. It also has 
the advantage of being a collaborative program. Preliminary usage surveys (see RAP comments 
above) are especially relevant here, because the greatest changes are expected in the areas of 
heavy impact prior to reserve establishment. 
 
One project was rated as “high-medium”: a study to assess the impacts of prawn traps on habitats 
(particularly sponges and corals), to be conducted by a manned submersible comparing areas of 
high and low use. While this is an important project, much of it lays outside the strict definition 
of monitoring. Given that deep visual surveys are likely to be part of a monitoring scheme, we 
suggest that (1) these surveys include assessments of sponges and corals, and (2) some surveys 
be targeted in areas that have received historically high prawn trap fishing intensity. 
 
Overall, the RAP was impressed with the thoroughness of the Deep Water Workshop process, 
and endorses the report as an important first step towards a comprehensive monitoring program. 
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 ONMS CONSERVATION SERIES PUBLICATIONS 
 
To date, the following reports have been published in the Marine Sanctuaries Conservation 
Series. All publications are available on the Office of National Marine Sanctuaries website 
(http://www.sanctuaries.noaa.gov/). 
 
 
Movement of yellowtail snapper (Ocyurus chrysurus Block 1790) and black grouper (Mycteroperca bonaci 
Poey 1860) in the northern Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary as determined by acoustic telemetry 
(MSD-05-4)  
The Impacts of Coastal Protection Structures in California's Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary 
(MSD-05-3)  
An annotated bibliography of diet studies of fish of the southeast United States and Gray's Reef National 
Marine Sanctuary (MSD-05-2)  
Noise Levels and Sources in the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary and the St. Lawrence River 
Estuary (MSD-05-1)  
Biogeographic Analysis of the Tortugas Ecological Reserve (MSD-04-1)  
A Review of the Ecological Effectiveness of Subtidal Marine Reserves in Central California (MSD-04-2, 
MSD-04-3)  
Pre-Construction Coral Survey of the M/V Wellwood Grounding Site (MSD-03-1)  
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary: Proceedings of the 1998 Research Workshop, Seattle, 
Washington (MSD-01-04)  
Workshop on Marine Mammal Research & Monitoring in the National Marine Sanctuaries (MSD-01-03)  
A Review of Marine Zones in the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (MSD-01-2)  
Distribution and Sighting Frequency of Reef Fishes in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary (MSD-
01-1)  
Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary: A Rapid Assessment of Coral, Fish, and Algae Using the 
AGRRA Protocol (MSD-00-3)  
The Economic Contribution of Whalewatching to Regional Economies: Perspectives From Two National 
Marine Sanctuaries (MSD-00-2)  
Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary Area to be Avoided Education and Monitoring Program (MSD-
00-1)  
37 
Multi-species and Multi-interest Management: an Ecosystem Approach to Market Squid (Loligo 
opalescens) Harvest in California (MSD-99-1) 
